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Meet Our C5 Co-Chairs
Andrés Piderit
Vice President, Customer Care
Rogers Communications
As Vice-President of Rogers Customer Care, Andrés leads the Customer Care organization for the consumer segment. He leads 5500
employees and partners in multiple sites coast to coast across Canada, servicing Rogers customers across voice and digitally assisted
channels. In his previous role at Rogers, as Vice-President of End-to-End Customer Operations, he has led portfolios that simplify
complex operating environments, streamline go-to-market activities, billing and payment portfolios, and improve the customer experience.
Prior to Rogers, Andrés worked in management consulting, specializing in field operations, performance management and deployment of
large billing, CRM and provisioning systems throughout North America and Europe. Andrés is also the founder of a hi-tech venture
focused on leveraging 3D gaming technologies to deliver immersive learning experiences to large workforces.

Graham Tutton
Vice President, Customer Insights
Comcast Corporation
Graham leads Comcast’s Customer Insights team providing the organization detailed intelligence and priorities for enhancement to the
Comcast Customer Experience. Graham and his team leverage customer, operational, market and financial data to provide
comprehensive insights to current performance, customer expectations and factors affecting Loyalty and Operational efficiencies.
Prior to joining Comcast, Graham successfully managed and advised domestic and international organizations to revenue producing,
customer-centric units through strategic marketing and service leadership solutions in his almost 20 years of experience.

Scott Wise
Vice President, Contact Center Operations
Cox Communications
Scott is responsible for leading Cox's customer care organization. He provides vision, direction and strategy for the company's traditional
customer-serving infrastructure as well as emerging self-service customer tools. Scott possesses a valuable tandem of leadership and
operational experience that will be an outstanding addition to our customer care operation. His knowledge of call center operations and
his experience in supporting current and emerging communications and entertainment services are exactly what we need to continue our
tradition of customer service excellence.
Prior to joining Cox, Scott served as Vice President of Resource Planning for EARTHLINK where he oversaw the operational
functions of the customer service operation. Previously, he served as Senior Director of Call Center Operations for Sprint PCS.
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Welcome to C5 Spring 2018 Meeting
On behalf of The Cable Center, we welcome you to the
Spring 2018 Cable Center Customer Care Committee (C5)
meeting. It is our pleasure to host this meeting and to
continue our C5 customer experience journey with you and
our ongoing theme of gaining ground by learning from the
past and having the courage to learn and implement new
customer experience ideas and practices. This meeting
continues that journey.
Our most recent three meetings have been hosted by C5
members: Rogers Communications (Montreal, fall 2016);
Comcast (Philadelphia, spring 2017); and Cox
Communications (Atlanta, fall 2017). We are indebted to
Andrés Piderit, Graham Tutton, and Scott Wise for
hosting us at their respective companies. For this meeting,
we return to The Cable Center, the home of C5 and our
various customer experience programs, including the Active
Learning Lab, the new C5 webpage (including the restricted
member access area with various CE resources), our ongoing
customer experience research projects, and the many other
cable industry activities of The Cable Center.

• a presentation and tour of CableLabs (thanks to Chris
Lammers and Mickie Calkins).
But, where would we be without our now famous “Egg-Timer,”
our “Spotlight on…,” and our “Legislative Update” sessions?
They are all here again for this meeting. Thanks to Diane
Quennoz (Vyve) and Mel Longdon (Liberty Global) for
looking after the “Egg-Timer” session, to Jon Coscia
(Mediacom) for our “Spotlight on” session, and Rob Stoddard
(NCTA) for his always insightful “Legislative Update” session.

Jana Henthorn will bring us up to date on the many other
activities of The Cable Center, Diane Christman will tell us all
about The Cable Center’s new Intrapreneurship Academy, and
the Senior Fellows will tell you about our progress on our CE
Measurement Project. All in all, a content-rich meeting with
plenty of networking opportunities and an opportunity for you
to test your knowledge of Colorado through our Trivia Contest.
Enjoy the two days of C5 and a big thanks to Jana, Diane, and
all the staff at The Cable Center for helping make this C5 Spring
2018 meeting happen.

Over the past few years, our C5 meetings have been a
stimulating combination of tried and proven presentations
and new insights from our sponsor, featured guest speakers,
guests, and hands-on/experiential experiences. The new
insights at this this meeting will come from:

• a fire-side studio chat with Mike Fries, CEO and Vice
Chairman of Liberty Global
• the introduction of our newest member, Charter
Communications/Spectrum
• the introduction of special guests from Shenzhen Topway
Cable TV (China)
• our featured guest speaker, Greg Tucker, CEO, Tucker
& Company
• a special presentation from our major sponsor, Nuance
(Frank Benson and Paul Tepper)
• comments from Brent Chrite, the Dean of the Daniels
College of Business at the University of Denver, and

Charles Patti, Ph.D.
Cox Chair and
Senior Fellow

Ron Rizzuto, Ph.D. Maria van Dessel, Ph.D.
Senior Fellow
Senior Fellow

C5 is brought to you through the generous support of:
Primary Sponsors
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DAY 1: MORNING SCHEDULE
7:30am - 8:30am

Breakfast. The Cable Center, 2000 Buchtel Blvd, Denver, CO
With compliments of our host, The Cable Center

8:30am - 9:00am

Opening Remarks, Welcome, and Introductions
Charles Patti, Senior Fellow & Cox Chair, The Cable Center
At our C5 Spring 2018 Meeting we are delighted to welcome Spectrum/Charter to their
first C5 meeting, two guests from one of China’s larger cable operators, Shenzhen Topway
Network Engineering, and prospective sponsor, Cognizant Consulting. Welcome! We’re
delighted by—and much appreciate—the help of our friends at The Cable Center for hosting
this meeting.

9:00am - 10:00am Session 1: Innovative Solutions from our Sponsor

Frank Benson, VP, Strategic Accounts
Paul Tepper, Ph.D., Head, Cognitive Innovation Group
“AI for Customer Engagement - Bring Intelligence to Life™”
We’ve seen major breakthroughs in AI over the past few years, but there is also
an enormous amount of hype in the industry, with many wild claims about what this technology can do.
As Head of the Cognitive Innovation Group Enterprise AI Lab and Product Manager for AI & ML, Paul
is well-versed to cut through the AI hype and differentiate reality from far-fetched claims.
:0

Break
Session 2: Update on The Cable Center
Jana Henthorn, President & CEO, The Cable Center
Diane Christman, SVP, Programs & Development, The Cable Center
Jana updates us on the latest exciting developments and activities at The Cable
Center, after which Diane brings us up-to-date about the next cohort of
intrapreneurs for the Intrapreneurship Academy.
Session 3: Fire-side Chat with Mike Fries
Moderator: Graham Tutton, VP, Customer Insights, Comcast
During this informal conversation, we welcome Mike Fries, CEO & Vice
Chairman, Liberty Global, for a rare opportunity hear first-hand from the
world’s largest international TV and broadband company, sharing his views on
“The Future of the Cable Industry and its Impact on Subscriber Experience .” Graham’s
experience in managing performance, customer expectations and factors affecting loyalty at Comcast,
positions him well to chat with Mike about the challenges faces by cable operators and get Mike’s
observations about the industry, Liberty Global, and his perspectives on CE in cable. Time is also
allocated for Q&A.
Lunch and Photos
With compliments of our host, The Cable Center. Over the lunch break, headshots and group photos
taken of all members!
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DAY 1: AFTERNOON SCHEDULE
1:15pm - 2:45pm

:45

Session 4: CE Learning: “The Egg-Timer Method”
Diane Quennoz, SVP, Marketing & Customer Experience, Vyve
Mel Longdon, VP, Customer Experience Operations, Liberty
The Egg-Timer is now a C5 staple at our C5 meetings, involving all member MSOs sharing a
recent CE success, challenge, or activity currently underway or planned—all while the clock is
running. Good luck to Diane and Mel keeping everyone “egg-actly” on time!
Break

3:00pm - 4:15pm

Session 5: CE Learning: “The Egg-Timer Method” (continued)
Diane and Mel resume the challenge to keep member MSOs on time!

4:15pm - 5:00pm

Session 6: Tour of The Cable Center
Diane Christman, SVP, Programs & Development
Brian Kenny, Manager, Library & Archives
The Cable Center has undergone a number of changes over the past couple of
years, from the Active Learning Lab, the Edward D. Breen Technical Archives,
the Virtual Reality Exhibit, to its state-of-the-art production studios. Diane and
Brian take you on a brief tour of the changes and exhibits that grace this gorgeous facility, made possible
by the generous donations of the cable industry pioneers. And, no tour would be complete without a stop
by the Cable Hall of Fame exhibit, where the latest honorees for 2018 are recognized for their outstanding
dedication to and impact on the cable industry.
Free Time - Travel to Restaurant (Miyama Restaurant)

:00

Cocktail Reception
Enjoy cocktails and networking opportunities in the ambience of this authentic Japanese restaurant.

:00

Pre-dinner Drinks and Dinner
Special Guest: Brent Chrite, Dean, Daniel’s College of Business, University of Denver
Over drinks, Brent will provide a few remarks about the state of the nation (and DU) in
education, followed by some commentary by the Senior Fellows on C5. And, before the fun
starts with Teppen-yaki style dining, the now-famous Trivia contest will challenge us on your
knowledge about Colorado and The Cable Center.
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DAY 2: MORNING SCHEDULE
8:00am - 9:00am

Breakfast. The Cable Center, 2000 Buchtel Blvd, Denver, CO
With compliments of our host, The Cable Center

9:00am - 10:00am Session 7: “Spotlight On...Mediacom”

Jon Coscia, VP, Customer Operations, Mediacom
Mark Heffley, CEO & Founder, Adrenaline Technologies
Jon and Mark provide an update and demonstration of Mediacom’s Digital Platform progress.
The demonstration showcases the latest features of the Mediacom Support Website, Mobile
Connect App, Agent Dashboard and SMS Messaging Platform. The presentation reveals how
a common technology service layer can work across multiple self-service and agent support
channels, and is necessary to ensure a great digital customer experience.
:

Break

10:15am - 11:15am Session 8: Learning from Outside the Industry:
Greg Tucker, CEO, Tucker & Company

“Customer-Driven Strategic Transformation Using Customer Insight/Experience
to Drive Strategic and Operational Results”
The Customer Economy has arrived and customers are dictating new buying criteria, business
models, technology adoption and organization capabilities that have traditional enterprises
scrambling to keep pace with customer demands and upstart competitors. But changing the
mental models of senior executives, organizational priorities, technology/portfolio
investments has proved elusive for thousands for companies as they struggle to achieve the
strategic position they envision.

Session 9: Legislative Update
Rob Stoddard, SVP, Industry & Association Affairs, NCTA
Our nation’s capital is awash in a “techlash” against the data sharing practices of the
“FANGS” – while cable examines its own stance on privacy. All that while network
neutrality becomes a cause celebre across the states, and efforts continue to battle video
piracy. We’ll update these and other hot items in the world of cable.

Closing Remarks
Charles Patti, Cox Chair & Senior Fellow
Ron Rizzuto, Senior Fellow
Maria van Dessel, Senior Fellow

Lunch and transportation: CableLabs Field Trip
Gather your things, a boxed lunch, and then we’ll all head out to CableLabs, Louisville.
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DAY 2: AFTERNOON SCHEDULE
1:45pm - 4:30pm

:50

CableLabs Field Trip: The Experience Tour
Co-ordinated by: Mickie Calkins, Director, Co-Innovation, CableLabs
On this Field Trip we learn how CableLabs and its subsidiaries, UpRamp and Kyrio, work
to create new possibilities for the cable industry. As a brief overview, we meet leaders and
innovators who are hard at work to enable the cable industry to accelerate change and
deliver top notch experiences for their customers.
•

Welcome and Overview: Ike Elliott, CableLabs CSO and SVP of Strategy and
Innovation

•

Mini Market Brief: Aftershocks: Aging, Innovation & the Boomer Generation, by
Brian Stahlhammer, CableLabs Sr. Product Manager

•

AI-Driven Agents: Demo & Discussion, by Eric Klassen, CableLabs
Innovation Project Leader

Break
CableLabs Field Trip: The Experience Tour (continues)
•

Kyrio’s Test Lab and IoT Security PKI process: Jason Lauer, Kyrio
Director of Testing Operations

•

Sound check in the Anechoic Chamber: Jason Lauer, Kyrio Director
of Testing Operations

•

Kyrio’s online services and demo of Go To Broadband Service Recommendation
Engine: Jen Shelby, Kyrio VP Services & Customer Care

4:30pm - 5:30pm

CableLabs Field Trip: Cocktail Hour & Pitch Event
Hosted by Lisa Schwab, Program Marketing Director, Upramp, CableLabs
Over cocktails and appetizers, four CX-focused start-ups in the CableLabs' Upramp
program provide “elevator pitch” presentations about their companies and innovative
solutions for the cable industry.

5:30pm - 6:00pm

Break and Travel to Restaurant

6:00pm - 8:30pm

CableLabs Field Trip: Dinner in Boulder
Join the presenters from The Experience Tour and the Upramp Program for dinner, hosted
by CableLabs, at the Empire Lounge and Restaurant.

8:30pm - 9:00pm

Travel Back to Denver (transportation provided)

C5 is brought to you through the generous support of:
Primary Sponsors
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Sponsor Spotlight: Nuance

Frank Benson
VP, Strategic Accounts, Telco and Canada
Nuance
High-tech executive specializing in innovative technologies to help Fortune 500 Companies deliver superior customer experiences in their
contact centers and thru digital engagement.
At Nuance for the past 15 years, Frank has been fortunate to work with a senior team of professionals who engage with industry leading
innovators in Telco, Finance, Insurance, Travel, and Utilities. Collectively, they know that customer experience is rapidly changing. People
today measure and rate their experience with an enterprise—not against their peers—rather across the best interactions they encounter in
their everyday lives, whatever that may be. Innovation helps us raise the bar, it’s fast paced and Frank finds it exciting and fun. Prior to
joining Nuance, Frank worked at Genesys Labs and IBM in their contact center sales practices.

Paul Tepper, Ph.D.
Head, Cognitive Innovation Group
Nuance
Paul Tepper is the Head of the Cognitive Innovation Group (CIG) AI Lab and Product Manager for AI & Machine Learning in Nuance's
Enterprise Division. CIG is focused on applying the latest advancements in machine learning and artificial intelligence to automate and
improve the customer experience across channels. Paul works on setting Nuance Enterprise’s AI Strategy and leading product development
efforts in collaboration with Nuance’s most innovative customers and Nuance Research. Currently Paul is focused on ML advancements in
natural language understanding, dialogue, analytics and predictive modeling. Paul has over a decade of experience in software development
and AI research. He holds a Ph.D. in Computer Science and Communication Studies from Northwestern University, an MSc in AI & NLP
from the University of Edinburgh and a BA in Computer Science, Linguistics and Cognitive Science from Rutgers University.

www.nuance.com/ai

Nuance is reinventing the relationship between organizations and consumers through AI-powered omni-channel customer
engagement solutions that let businesses drive customer experience and loyalty gains, fight fraud and reduce their cost-to-serve.
Technology should work in service of people and adapt to the way people communicate instead of forcing people to adapt to machines. We
are pioneers in AI customer engagement technology that is fluent in all things human: from understanding spoken words and extracting their
meaning to adaptively and seamlessly authenticating identities. Every interaction can finally be understood to deliver exactly what a person
needs. And we continuously evolve the ability to perceive the nuance of words, actions and meaning—to fit seamlessly into your life, your
business and your world.
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Speaker Spotlight: Mike Fries

Mike Fries
CEO and Vice Chairman
Liberty Global
Mike Fries is Chief Executive Officer and Vice Chairman of Liberty Global, the largest international TV and broadband company in the
world, with operations in 12 European countries and 52 million broadband, video, voice and mobile subscribers. Liberty Global is
recognized as a global leader in entertainment, media and communications, spearheading gigabit broadband speeds, actively integrating
traditional video and OTT platforms, and converging fixed and wireless services with quad play bundles. Annual group revenue is $15
billion. The Company also owns 50% of VodafoneZiggo, a Dutch joint venture, which has 10 million fixed line subscribers and 5 million
mobile subscribers. Fries was a founding member of the management team that launched the Company’s international expansion 28 years
ago, and has served in various strategic and operating capacities since that time. He was appointed Chief Executive Officer of the Company
in 2005 and serves as a member of its two-person Executive Committee along with Chairman, Dr. John C. Malone.
Fries is also Executive Chairman of Liberty Latin America (LLA), a leading broadband and mobile operator in Chile, Puerto Rico, the
Caribbean and other parts of Latin America. LLA serves 9 million broadband, video, voice and mobile subscribers across 20 consumer
and over 40 B2B markets and generates $3.6 billion of annual revenue. LLA was recently split off from Liberty Global to focus purely on
organic and strategic growth in the region. Fries also serves on the corporate boards of Grupo Televisa and Lionsgate Entertainment.
Fries is an engaged industry and community leader. He also serves as trustee for CableLabs, The Cable Center, and The Paley Center for
the Media and he chairs the board for the Museum of Contemporary Art Denver and the Biennial of the Americas. He is a Digital
Communications Governor and Steering Committee Member of the World Economic Forum and a member of Young Presidents’
Organization. Recognition for his achievements includes EY Entrepreneur of the Year in Media, Entertainment and Communications,
Industry Leader of the Year by Digital TV Europe, and inductions into the Broadcasting & Cable Hall of Fame and most recently the Cable
Hall of Fame, which recognizes pioneers and leaders in the cable industry. Mike holds a B.A. from Wesleyan University, where he serves on
the Board of Trustees, and an M.B.A. from Columbia University, where he is a member of the Board of Overseers for the Business School.

www.libertyglobal.com
Liberty Global is the world's largest international TV and broadband company, with operations in 12 European countries under the
consumer brands Virgin Media, Unitymedia, Telenet and UPC. We invest in the infrastructure and digital platforms that empower our
customers to make the most of the video, internet and communications
revolution. Our substantial scale and commitment to innovation enable
us to develop market-leading products delivered through nextgeneration networks that connect over 22 million customers subscribing
to more than 46 million TV, broadband internet and telephony services.
We also serve over 6 million mobile subscribers and offer WiFi service
through 10 million access points across our footprint.
In addition, Liberty Global owns 50% of VodafoneZiggo, a joint
venture in the Netherlands. As of December 31, 2017, VodafoneZiggo
has five million mobile, nearly four million video, over three million
fixed broadband internet and approximately 2.5 million fixed telephony
subscribers. as well as significant content investments in ITV,
All3Media, LionsGate, Formula E racing series and several regional
sports networks.
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Speaker Spotlight: The Cable Center

Jana Henthorn
President and CEO
The Cable Center
Industry veteran, Jana Henthorn, took the helm of The Cable Center as President and CEO on January 1, 2016. She has been part of The
Center’s leadership team since 2004. Jana brings more than 30 years of experience from all corners of the industry to her position. Prior to
The Cable Center, she managed the network sales team for 16 states and two regional offices as Vice President of Affiliate Sales for A&E
Television Networks. She also served as Vice President of Operations and Service Fulfillment for Jones Intercable, one of the top 10 cable
distributors until its acquisition by Comcast in 1999. While at Jones, she managed local cable operations in Wisconsin and Florida.
A nationally recognized advocate for customer experience, Jana led The Center’s Customer Experience Central initiatives, including the
Cable Center Customer Care Committee (C5). The C5 consortium of executives from the largest operators in North America and Europe
focuses on expanding industry knowledge and leading new approaches to customer care. Jana directed the industry’s first customer care
metrics study, and also reinvigorated The Cable Center’s valuable Oral History Program.
Jana graduated from the University of Illinois in Champaign-Urbana and completed her MBA at the University of Denver.

Diane Christman
SVP, Programs and Development
The Cable Center
As part of The Cable Center's senior leadership team, Diane is responsible for creating, cultivating, and maintaining strategic relationships
and partnerships between The Center and its financial supporters, as well as positioning the organization via marketing and public relations.
Diane oversees business development and fundraising strategy, brokers revenue-generating programs, leads the Development Committee in
its work with key donors, and oversees The Center's brand and public outreach.
Since she joined The Cable Center in 2006, Diane has been responsible for creation of The Center's $10 million Chairman's Fund
endowment campaign (approaching completion); partnerships supporting The Center's Cable Mavericks Lecture Series, Cable Mavericks
Masters Forum, and Customer Experience initiatives; increasingly successful Cable Hall of Fame events; and organizational re-branding.
Diane holds a Masters degree in Mass Communication from the University of Denver and a Bachelor of Arts in Speech Communication
from Colorado State University.

www.cablecenter.org
Established as an educational nonprofit organization in 1985, The Cable Center plays an integral role in the cable industry. The Center's
resources and information document cable's rich heritage. Programs at The Cable Center support and fuel the ongoing impact of the
industry's historic innovations and influence. Although headquartered in Denver, Colorado, our presence extends around the globe wherever
cable professionals work and wherever customers live.
The Cable Center is the home of the Cable Hall of Fame, recognizing individuals for their outstanding contributions to the industry, and the
Barco library and Edward D. Breen Technical Archives, which house the world’s premier collection of cable-related information and
resources. The Center's programs help professionals excel in their roles, provide accurate information to the press, educate academics about
industry accomplishments and keep the story alive for future generations. Through these programs as well as online exhibits, The Center
tells the story of the cable industry and shares its legacy and contributions while supporting innovation for the industry’s future.
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“Spotlight On…. Mediacom”

Jon Coscia
Group VP, Customer Service and Field Support Operations
Mediacom
Jonathan Coscia is the Group Vice President of Customer Service and Field Support Operations at Mediacom Communications
Corporation. He is the executive responsible for customer service call center operations, field dispatch and workforce management
operations, development of customer self-service channels, and inbound sales and retention operations. He is a 19-year veteran in the cable
industry joining Mediacom Communications in 2007.

Mark Heffley
CEO and Founder
Adrenaline Technologies
Mark is CEO and founder of Adrenaline Technologies, and is an experienced solution designer and business leader with roots in consulting
and IT management. Mark has been the driving force behind a broad range of innovative technology solutions designed for MSOs and
other Fortune 500 companies. Mark works closely with clients to assess needs and provide meaningful solutions that improve overall
business performance. Mark ensures all Adrenaline services are delivered in a manner that maintains Adrenaline’s outstanding reputation for
quality and reliability. Mark has been a technology innovator for 25+ years, with a successful record of starting and running high-tech
companies. Prior to founding Adrenaline, Mark founded BI GmbH in Bonn Germany to improve customer service technology and
processes for the European Union’s leading companies. Mark graduated from Columbia University, SUNY Albany Business School, and the
General Electric ISM Program for IT Leadership.

www.mediacomcable.com
Mediacom Communications was founded by Rocco B. Commisso in 1995 with the goal of bringing residents and businesses in America’s
smaller cities and towns advanced TV, internet and phone services that would allow them to keep pace with the country’s most populated
urban areas. Since then, Mediacom has gone even further than many of the largest cable companies. Our approach is simple: deliver faster
internet speeds, build larger fiber networks and offer superior products and services at an affordable price. In doing so, we’ve built a loyal
customer base that has helped make us the nation’s 5th largest cable provider.

From the time the company acquired its first cable system in March 1996, Mediacom has invested billions of dollars in a fiber-optic
infrastructure to connect America’s smaller cities and towns. And now, Mediacom is in the midst of a three-year, $1 billion capital
reinvestment project. Headlining the list of planned company initiatives is “Project Gigabit,” a wide-scale deployment of 1 gigabit per
second broadband services to virtually all of the three million homes and businesses within the 1,500 communities located in Mediacom’s
22 state footprint, giving Mediacom customers access to one of the fastest broadband networks in the world.
In addition to Project Gigabit, Mediacom’s $1 billion capital investment plan will fund a number of other important customer initiatives that
will expand our footprint so that more small businesses can access broadband services, and will build out our fiber-optic network to provide
companies fiber solutions to increase productivity and compete more efficiently. We are committed to bridging the digital divide between
major cities and America’s smaller regions by providing the best technology available.
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Keynote Spotlight: Greg Tucker

Greg Tucker
CEO and Founder
Tucker & Company
Greg has broad and deep experience in customer experience and business transformation to accelerate business results. He has served as a
strategic advisor to dozens of global leaders such Google, Microsoft, Oracle, AT&T, Sprint, SAP, GE, DocuSign, Thomson Reuters,
ForeScout Technologies, Genentech, Wells Fargo, KeyBank, Michelin, PepsiCo and Chevron to develop and implement innovative
customer experience strategies and drive business results. As a senior executive at AAA, Clorox and Copart Auto Auctions, he led customer
experience operations and transformation programs, allowing him to integrate conceptual ideas and practical/operational approaches. His
work has been profiled by HBR, Fast Company, and Business Week and recognized as a Who’s Who of CX, 2016-2018 CX Expert and
received Addy Awards for CX Innovation and a 2012 CXPA Innovation Award. Greg received his MBA from Stanford Graduate School of
Business and is a certified CCXP, Six Sigma Black belt and Business Process Master.

www.tucker-co.com
Global Brand Leaders. Customer-driven strategies & experiences. NetPromoter
best-in-class performance. Business Process Excellence.
That is what Tucker & Company stands for. We work closely with leading global
companies to transform their business and customer experiences to build highly
successful, profitable and rewarding businesses.
Tucker & Company was founded to work with global leaders to create and execute
customer-driven business strategies, powered by differentiated customer & brand
experiences and high-performance, digital business processes.
When Fast Company or Fortune magazine profiles your company about its breakthrough success under your transformational leadership
what will they discuss with you?
• How you generated growth rates twice your historical rates by delivering a powerful brand experience and generating millions of loyal
customers providing referrals?
• How you streamlined your customer experience and business processes to take 30% (or more) of the cost out of your system AND
better and faster service?
• How you created new product and service offerings that expanded your customer base, increase share of wallet and improved customer
retention?
• How you led these efforts in your company – across all functions and channels – to deliver measurable ROI so far above 100% that no
one will believe you?
• All the above?
By working with Tucker & Company, companies such as Microsoft, Oracle, SAP, PepsiCo, Taco Bell and dozens of other leading
corporations in the financial services, manufacturing, technology, transportation, pharmaceutical, entertainment and computer services
industry have achieved “all the above.”
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Speaker Spotlight: Rob Stoddard

Rob Stoddard
SVP, Industry and Association Affairs
NCTA—The Internet & Television Association
Rob Stoddard is Senior Vice President, Communications & Public Affairs, for NCTA - The Internet & Television Association. He oversees
the Association’s media relations efforts, industry-wide public affairs programs, and promotion and publicity for NCTA events and activities.
Before joining NCTA in 2002, Stoddard served as the chief communications officer for a variety of major cable companies, including AT&T
Broadband, MediaOne, and Continental Cablevision. Prior to that, Rob was vice president of Communications for the Cable
Telecommunications Association (CATA), a Washington-based trade association for the owners and operators of cable television systems.
He also has served as Washington, D.C., bureau chief for Cardiff Publishing Company; press secretary in Washington, D.C., for U. S.
Senator Nancy Landon Kassebaum of Kansas; news and regional executive for United Press International in Boston; and news anchor and
editor at several New England radio stations. Rob serves on the Board of Directors of the National Press Club Journalism Institute, the
Cable & Telecommunications Association for Marketing, and the Women in Cable Telecommunications (WICT) Washington, DC/
Baltimore Chapter. He is also a member of the Cable Center Customer Care Committee (C5).
Rob is a former President of the Association of Cable Communicators; former Chairman of the Board of Cable Positive, which for two
decades was the cable industry’s foundation for AIDS awareness and education; and formerly served on the national Board of Directors of
the WICT Foundation. A member of the Cable Pioneers Club, Stoddard also has been inducted into the Hall of Fame of the Virginia Cable
& Telecommunications Association. He is a recipient of a lifetime achievement award from the T. Howard Foundation for support of
diversity; the “Friend of NAMIC Award” from the National Association for Multi-ethnicity in Communications (NAMIC); and the
President’s Award from the Cable Television Public Affairs Association, for outstanding contributions to cable industry public affairs. Rob
also has been recognized as a “DC Influencer” by PR Week Magazine. A native of suburban Philadelphia, Rob is a graduate of The
American University in Washington, D.C.

www.ncta.com
The National Cable & Telecommunications Association (NCTA), formerly the National Cable Television Association, is the principal trade
association for the U.S. cable industry, representing cable operators that deliver advanced digital services to consumers and businesses
throughout urban and rural America, and more than 200 cable program networks that produce TV’s most creative and popular shows. The
U.S. cable industry is the largest provider of high-speed Internet access, serving more than 59 million customers, after investing $245 billion
since 1996 to build robust fiber optic networks that reach 93 percent of American homes. The cable industry supports 2.7 million American
jobs and there are at least 300 cable employees in every congressional district.
The NCTA represents more than 90% of the U.S. cable market, more than 200 cable program networks, and equipment suppliers and
providers of other services to the cable industry.

Officially founded in 1952, NCTA's primary mission is to provide its members with a strong national presence by providing a single, unified
voice on issues affecting the cable and telecommunications industry. From its inception, NCTA has promoted the growth of the cable
industry while managing the industry’s regulatory and legislative priorities.
NCTA represents innovators and creators – an industry building the world’s most powerful technology platform and creating exciting
content and services that entertain, inform and inspire consumers every day. Just as technology is transforming media and connectivity is
unleashing entertainment, NCTA must adapt to reflect the vibrancy, diversity and spirit of our members.
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CableLabs: Field Trip Co-Ordinators

Mickie Calkins
Director, Co-Innovation
CableLabs
Currently working as the Director of Co-Innovation & Prototyping for CableLabs, Mickie Calkins has enjoyed a 30+ year career being on or
leading technical teams in organizations like Hewlett-Packard, Plantronics and Texas Instruments. A long-time champion of user-centered
design, Mickie holds three patents for the design of user interfaces associated with media consumption in the home as well as a design
innovation award for her contribution developing an award-winning remote control for Hewlett-Packard. Most recently, she has agreed to
be an innovation coach for UpRamp, an accelerator designed to connect established start-ups with the cable industry.
Mickie holds a Bachelors degree in Technical Journalism and Computer Science from Colorado State University and is a member of WICT
(Women in Cable Telecommunications), ACM, SIGChi and IEEE.

Lisa Schwab
Program Director
Upramps
Lisa started her career at The Dallas Morning News, where her passion for the Fourth Estate began a 20-year career supporting free press in
the advertising space. She was the first female VP at a national rep firm representing 40 major dailies, and built a network of the largest local
sites in the country serving major ad agencies and clients including major brands like Capitol One and Nationwide Insurance. She then cofounded connect2texas, a multi-media advertising firm funded by Hearst, Cox, and Belo, driving $10M in revenue.
Since moving back to Colorado, Lisa is now fully immersed in the Denver and Boulder startup scene, co-founding the women’s adventure
platform Bold Betties, and is a graduate of the Boomtown Accelerator and the Innovation Pavilion TRIP program. She mentors several
startups and runs the UpRamp Fiterator program at CableLabs, connecting startups with the global cable-broadband-wireless industry. Lisa
is committed to driving innovation across the industry and creating a smoother entryway for startups into the market.

www.cablelabs.com
CableLabs is a non-profit Innovation and R&D Lab founded in 1988 by members of the cable television industry. With a strong focus on
innovation, CableLabs develops technologies and specifications for the secure delivery of high speed data, video, voice and next generation
services. It also provides testing, certification facilities and technical leadership for the industry. CableLabs’ mission is to enable cable
operators to be the providers of choice to their customers. Member companies are exclusively cable system operators and do not include
non-cable network platforms, manufacturers or content providers. Our members are located in the United States, Canada, Mexico, South
America, Europe, and Asia.
CableLabs has a strong reputation for delivering technology breakthroughs to the cable industry. It also has expertise in facilitating ideas
among industry stakeholders. By leveraging its strengths, CableLabs is increasing its focus on innovation. As a part of our transformation,
we are adopting leaner, more accelerated approaches around our mid-size and strategic innovation projects. We have established a new
program—The Co-Innovation Program—that is targeted at helping CableLabs makes strides in interesting adjacent and strategic
technologies by intentionally seeking “co-innovation relationships” with companies who are not necessarily part of the cable industry right
now. CableLabs is proactively looking for partner companies to help us explore interest areas just outside of our traditional innovation
project topics and timelines. Specific areas we are interested in are slightly adjacent to our core focus’ of wired technologies, wireless
technologies and the transformation of user experience for entertainment and media.
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Speaker Spotlight: Senior Fellows

Charles Patti, Ph.D.
James Cox Chair in Customer Experience & Senior Fellow
The Cable Center
Charles Patti has deep experience in academic and business worlds, including serving as the department and school head, director of
executive MBA programs, associate dean, acting dean, and chair of committees at university, college, school, and department levels as well as
international collaborations. Dr. Patti has extensive experience in working with large international companies to create business-academic
relationships, particularly around global education. Among his consulting clients in this arena have been Otis Elevator, Siemens, and Texas
Instruments. His scholarship includes publications in international journals, proceedings, books, case studies, book chapters, book reviews,
and industry/consulting reports. Topics focus on marketing management, customer experience, marketing communications, and learning
and teaching issues.
Dr. Patti holds a A.B. (history and literature), an M.S. (advertising) and a Ph.D., all from the University of Illinois in Champaign-Urbana.

Ron Rizzuto, Ph.D.
Senior Fellow, The Cable Center, and
Ron Rizzuto Chair for Excellence in International Executive Education, University of Denver
Ron Rizzuto has been involved with the cable industry for 30 years and is one of the leading authorities on the economics of U.S. municipal
telecommunication overbuilds. Ron was inducted into Cable TV Pioneers for his service to the cable industry. He is an Honorary Lifetime
member of WICT and received WICT’s Special Accolade Award in 1988 and 1991. Dr. Rizzuto’s teaching and research areas include: capital
expenditure analysis, mergers and acquisitions, corporate financial planning, corporate restructuring, telecommunication finance and
customer experience management (CEM). He has published numerous articles and regularly delivers seminars in his specialty areas. Dr.
Rizzuto has received several teaching awards including the University of Denver’s Distinguished Teaching Award and the College of Business’s
Cecil Puckett Teaching Award. Consulting clients include: KPMG, Price Waterhouse Coopers, Time Warner Cable, First Data Corporation,
CableLabs, Liberty Global, Adelphia Communications, and Cox Communications.
Dr. Rizzuto holds a BS (finance and marketing), University of Colorado, an MBA (management) and a Ph.D., from New York University.

Maria van Dessel, Ph.D.
Senior Fellow, The Cable Center, and
Adjunct Professor, University College, University of Denver
Maria van Dessel is an adjunct professor and Research Scholar at the University of Denver. Her principal teaching and research cover the general
area of marketing communications, advertising, marketing, market research, direct marketing, and customer experience management. Her most
recent publications involved a content analysis of advertising objectives and results in the Journal of Marketing Communications (2015) and a study on
the use of creativity in B2B in the Industrial Marketing Management (2016). Dr. van Dessel is currently engaged in a number of research and
consulting projects involving expert witness research, corporate philanthropy, self-service, call center metrics, design thinking strategy, and
advancing customer experience in the cable industry.
Dr. van Dessel holds a BS (marketing and management), and a Ph.D., both from the Queensland University of Technology, Australia.
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About C5
: Cable Center Customer Care Committee (C5)
For more than ten years, The Cable Center (TCC) has been at the forefront of the customer experience (CE) movement through the James
M. Cox Endowed Professorship in Customer Experience, the research and seminars of TCC’s Senior Fellows, and the Cable Center
Customer Care Committee (C5). The vision has been consistent: TCC would become the home of thought leadership and research for the
industry customer experience, defining, and developing excellence in customer experience management (CEM).
TCC’s position at the core of the industry’s customer experience evolution began in 2006 with the Cox Endowment to fund an academic
program in customer experience at the University of Denver. Concurrent with TCC’s development of the endowment, the cable marketing
association, CTAM, passed the reins of its Customer Care Committee to TCC in 2007. As the newly formed Cable Center Customer Care
Committee (C5), the invitation-only consortium shifted its focus from conference planning to expanding industry knowledge and facilitating
new approaches to customer care. CE associations and research firms have all documented the CE challenges we face. These are the
challenges that C5 member companies deal with every day. Continuously improving the customer experience, cementing the loyalty of
current customers, and increasing the appeal of cable for a new generation of consumers is a strong competitive advantage. The work of C5
has established a solid foundation for building industry best practices.
C5 members share CE strategies, operations, and leadership to transform how cable operators are perceived. There is no equivalent

organization where business innovators and decision makers can learn and share best practices with customer experience
thought leaders from within and outside the industry.
C5 provides educational, research, and collaborative learning opportunities
to its members, with bi-annual meetings each year. C5 is a small, intimate
group of customer care/customer experience executives who are dedicated
to helping the practice of customer experience management (CEM) in the
cable industry.
C5 meetings are informal and engaging: members openly discuss their
challenges and successes. Members MSOs express the invaluable benefits
gained from getting an inside look at the strategies and tactics used by other
successful operators. C5 members willingly offer support, and collaboration,
exchanging ideas to help advance opportunities, on both personal and
business levels. C5 is interested in diversity of membership from all over the
world so that we can all learn and grow.
Our mission is to help cable operators improve their delivery of customer experience. This mission is achieved by providing thoughtleadership and conducting research addressing key issues identified by our members. Examples of thought leadership and research include
our Call Center Metrics Study (a benchmarking study among MSO members); our examination of the subscription economy, digital
marketing, and self-service; the development of the CE Maturity Curve concept, “Marketing Reflections” (series of short papers on various
aspects of marketing and customer experience), CE Workshops, and our expertise and resources in Design Thinking. We regularly
distribute white papers, published reports, and studies on CE to C5 members.
Dr. Charles Patti, TCC’s Senior Fellow and James M. Cox Endowed Professorship in Customer Experience, leads C5 in conjunction Senior
Fellows Drs. Ron Rizzuto and Maria van Dessel. In addition to developing the meeting agenda, the Senior Fellows drive an ongoing
research agenda that is set by the interests of C5 members. The Committee is supported by three Co-Chairs: Andrés Piderit, at Rogers
Communications, Graham Tutton, at Comcast, and Scott Wise, at Cox Communications. In addition to providing input on program content
for the meetings, the Co-Chairs actively participate in discussions about the future direction and strategies of C5. The Senior Fellows also
offer workshops, seminars, and training in CEM, finance, and design thinking. For more information about C5 contact: c.patti@du.edu.
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MEMBERSHIP

Terms of Reference

CABLE CENTER CUSTOMER CARE COMMITTEE (C5)

The Cable Center Customer Care Committee
(C5) is an invitation-only group that focuses
on customer experience (CE) within the
cable and telecommunications industry.
Current membership consists of the
following constituents:
• MSO members: Cable ONE, Cablevision
Argentina, Comcast, Cox Communications, GCI, Liberty Global, MCTV,
Mediacom, Midco, Net Serviços Brasil,
and Rogers Communications

educational, research, and collaborative
learning opportunities to its members by
way of research, seminars, and discussion
forums on CE strategies, operations, and
leadership.
Research. To advance CE practice, the Cox
Chair and SFs undertake research projects
on issues identified by C5 members and the
SFs. Members also stay current on CEM
through exclusive access to white papers,
articles, reports, and studies on CE.

• C5 Lead: Dr. Charles Patti, Cox Chair of
CE and Senior Fellow

Industry Conferences. Relevant and
important discoveries are shared at industry
conferences throughout the year. Members
and sponsors also have the opportunity to
participate on these panel discussions.

• Senior Fellows (SFs): Drs. Ron Rizzuto
and Maria van Dessel

FORMAT OF C5 MEETINGS

• Industry association members: NCTA,
CTAM, CableLabs

• TCC’s SVP of Programs and
Development: Diane Christman
• C5 Co-Chairs: Graham Tutton, Comcast;
Andres Piderit, Rogers Communications;
and Scott Wise, Cox Communications.

• Sponsors: Nuance Communications
New Members. TCC is interested in limited
growth of C5 membership to expand
diversity of operator members within the
U.S.A. and from other parts of the world.
Such diversity adds richness to the C5
consortia and is consistent with the global
market direction of the industry. At the same
time, C5 membership will remain highly
selective in order to preserve the close
interaction of C5 members. Invitations to
potential new members are managed by the
C5 Leadership Team.
PURPOSE AND ACTIVITIES OF C5
Purpose. The mission of C5 is to help cable
operators deliver the highest level of
customer experience (CE). C5 member
companies learn and share best practices
with CE thought leaders from within and
outside the industry. C5 provides

The program for C5 meetings is developed
by the Cox Chair, in consultation with the C5
Co-Chairs, the SFs, and SVP of Programs and
Development. The two-day meetings are
held bi-annually, during the spring and fall.
Meetings comprise presentations by
member MSOs, the Senior Fellows at TCC,
one or two guest speakers from outside our
industry, product information and solutions
from sponsors, and an MSO “Go-Round”
covering the latest challenges and
opportunities within the CE space.
COMMUNICATION AMONG C5 MEMBERS
C5 members have access to a membership
directory, but are encouraged to distribute
email communication to other group
members through the Cox Chair.
C5 members also contribute confidential
information to a variety of research projects
undertaken by the SFs and the Cox Chair.
All C5 members sign a non-disclosure
agreement (NDA), agreeing not to distribute
research information or any other
information exchanged during the C5
meetings or posted on the C5 Member
Dropbox.
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CABLE CENTER CUSTOMER CARE COMMITTEE (C5)

Updated
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TENURE AND FREQUENCY OF MEETINGS

C5 LEADERSHIP STRUCTURE

Membership Term. Membership is renewed
annually through payment of an annual
membership fee. The annual fee includes
membership for one calendar year and
includes attendance and participation in C5
meetings, access to all meeting materials,
results of research projects, other materials
and resources, and access to the Cox Chair
and SFs.

In consultation with TCC’s SVP of Programs
and Development, C5 is led by the Cox Chair
with support of the Co-Chairs and TCC’s SFs.
The Leadership team shapes the strategic
direction and research agenda and convenes
the bi-annual C5 meetings.

C5 C-Chairs. Co-Chairs serve a three-year
term. Re-appointment for subsequent terms
is permitted through nomination and
approval by the C5 leadership team.
C5 Meetings. The Committee meets biannually. The venues for C5 meetings can
alternate between TCC in Denver and the
offices of member MSOs. Meetings hosted at
the MSO facilities include tours of its
operations and presentations by C-suite
executives. C5 members gain invaluable
benefits from these behind-the-scenes
opportunities, which provide an “inside
look” at the strategies, tactics, and
operations used by other successful
operators.
Quorum Requirements. One half of the
current membership.

C5 FUNDING MODEL
C5 is financed from two principal sources:
sponsorship from cable suppliers and the
annual fee charged to members. In addition
to membership fees, funding from noncompeting sponsors enables C5 to carry out
all activities, including its research agenda
and convene the bi-annual meetings.
Sponsorship. Sponsors are considered
strategic partners of C5 and, therefore, only
a small number of select companies are
invited to support the consortium. Sponsors
must have service/product offerings that are
valued by MSO members and an interest in
furthering the efforts of C5 and its members
to improve CE in cable.
Membership. In 2017, a sliding-scale
membership fee structure was introduced,
based on the number of subscribers for
MSOs and a flat-rate for associations.

C5 LEADERSHIP TEAM
Graham Tutton

Diane Christman
SVP, Programs and Development, TCC
Charles Patti, Ph.D.

Andrés Piderit

Cox Chair of Customer Experience and
Senior Fellow, TCC
Ronald Rizzuto, Ph.D.

Scott Wise

Ron Rizzuto Chair (University of Denver)
and Senior Fellow, TCC
Maria van Dessel, Ph.D.
Research Scholar (University of Denver)
and Senior Fellow, TCC
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About The Cable Center
www.cablecenter.org
Cable tells the great stories of life...we tell the great story of Cable
Established in 1985, The Cable Center plays an integral role in the cable industry. The Center's resources and information document cable's
rich heritage. Programs at The Cable Center support and fuel the ongoing impact of the industry's historic innovations and influence. The
Center uniquely tells the story of the cable industry and highlights the significant contributions made to technology, society and culture.
The Cable Center is headquartered in Denver, Colorado, but our
presence extends around the globe wherever cable professionals work
and wherever customers live. The Center's industry-wide mission and
scope of service serves everyone involved in cable's sphere - operators,
programmers, vendors, suppliers, professionals, nonprofit industry
organizations, academics, the press and the public.
Our unique historical resources are a living and enduring testament to
the entrepreneurial spirit of cable's founders and also to the innovative
culture the industry inspires on a daily basis. The Center's programs help
current professionals excel in their roles, provide accurate information to
the press, educate academics about industry accomplishments and keep
the story alive for future generations. Our seminal customer care
programs provide a dynamic contribution to the industry's collective
efforts to improve customer satisfaction.
The Cable Center is the nonprofit educational arm of the cable industry, dedicated to:

•

Preserving and celebrating cable’s enduring contributions to society

•

Building bridges between cable and higher education

•

Bring together industry participants to share ways we can better serve our customers.
The Cable Center is home to the Cable Hall of Fame, recognizing
individuals for their outstanding contributions to the industry, and of the
Barco Library, the world’s largest collection of cable and telecommunications resources. The Cable Center focuses on five core areas: The Cable
Hall of Fame, The Cable History Project, Cable Today & Tomorrow,
Academic Community Programs and Customer Experience Central. At
The Cable Center, we are devoted to being the definitive resource and
archivist for the cable industry’s past, present and future. To fulfill that
mission, it is crucial we foster and maintain a strong relationship with the
academic community. We are associated with a dedicated group of
academics who recognize the cable industry’s impact and role in television
and telecommunications. They understand the industry is rapidly changing
and morphing into an integrated communications business.

The Cable Hall of Fame is the media industry's best networking event, honoring those who have made a lasting contribution to the
advancement of the media industry. Since 1998,121 men and women have been inducted. Cable Hall of Fame inductees are chosen by
their peers based on their leadership, innovation and contributions to the industry and their influence upon the people, communities,
organizations and institutions served by telecommunications. Induction into the Cable Hall of Fame is one of the industry’s most exclusive
and highest honors.
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C5 Spring 2018 Meeting
April 24-25, 2018
The Cable Center.
Denver, Colorado
Cable Center Customer Care Committee (C5)
The Cable Center, 2000 Buchtel Boulevard, Denver, CO 80210
Phone: 720-502-7500
www.cablecenter.org
E-mail: cpatti@du.edu

Special Thanks to Our Host
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